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Vendor News Flash 

Natural Disaster Response: Temporary Changes to 
WIC Approved Foods 

 

The recent flooding events surrounding Hurricane Harvey have made it 
difficult to keep WIC approved foods stocked for vendors and available for 
participants.  In an effort to support our WIC community, Texas WIC will 
provide flexibility and temporarily lift restrictions on the food categories 
listed below. Flexibility should only be utilized when prescribed food items 
are unavailable. 

Fluid milk- participants will be allowed to substitute milk of any available fat 
content despite the designation of their food package.  This would equate to 
the addition of 2% and removal of any age-related restrictions on milk. 
Please note, when whole milk is not available, use the highest fat content of 
milk. Texas WIC will also lift the restriction on calcium-fortified, high protein, 
organic, DHA and omega-3 milk.  Flavored milk will not be considered. 

Bread- participants will be allowed to substitute any brand of 16 ounce bread 
labeled "100% Whole Wheat". Participants will also be allowed to substitute 
20 ounce size bread including white bread and honey wheat bread. 

Eggs- participants will be allowed to substitute a half dozen and one and a 
half dozen eggs of any type.  Texas WIC will lift the restrictions on extra 
large, jumbo, brown, fertile, free-range, cage-free, organic, and omega-3 
with added vitamins or minerals. 

Effective immediately, vendors need to download the Authorized Product List 
(APL) to ensure the most updated list and your systems will decrement 
correctly.  If you experience an issue, please provide a label with brand 
name, size, and UPC bar code.  Email labels to WICUPC@dshs.texas.gov for 
addition to the APL. 
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Vendor Management and Operations (VMO) will continue to monitor and 
provide updates as necessary.  In the meantime, the temporary lift of 
restrictions on milk, bread, and eggs will continue through September 24, 
2017.  VMO is ready to assist should you have any questions regarding 
specifics of this Vendor News Flash.  Please contact the Vendor Outreach 
Branch at WICVendorRelations@dshs.texas.gov. 
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